We demonstrate surface plasmon resonance (SPR) fiber devices based upon ultraviolet inscription of a grating-type structure into both single-layered and multilayered thin films deposited on the flat side of a lapped D-shaped fiber. The single-layered devices were fabricated from germanium, while the multilayered ones comprised layers of germanium, silica, and silver. Some of the devices operated in air with high coupling efficiency in excess of 40 dB and an estimated index sensitivity of Δλ=Δn ¼ 90 nm from 1 to 1.15 index range, while others provided an index sensitivity of Δλ=Δn ¼ 6790 nm for refractive indices from 1.33 to 1.37.
Introduction
Gratings in fibers-including long period gratings (LPGs), fiber Bragg gratings, and tilted fiber Bragg gratings-and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (in both planar and fiber configurations) may all be used to detect changes in the refractive index of various substances with potential applications in chemistry, biochemistry, and biology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . SPR is an important optical phenomenon that involves a resonant transfer of the incident light energy to a surface plasmon (SP) mode in the form of collective electron oscillations in a metal [6] . It has been found that SP generation is very sensitive to the polarization of the illuminating light, its wavelength, and its angle of incidence on the metal surface. This sensitivity can be used to detect index changes in biochemical/chemical reactions [7] . SPR biosensors offer the opportunity for real-time and label-free monitoring of biomolecular interactions [8] .
The plasmons exist at a metal-dielectric interface and obey the following dispersion relation for two homogeneous semi-infinite media [7] :
where k is the free space wavenumber, ε m is the dielectric constant of the metal (ε m ¼ ε mr þ iε mi ), and n s is the refractive index of the dielectric.
There is a considerable body of published research relating to fiber-grating-based refractive index sensors with the majority of these devices. The highest index sensitivity is obtained with test sample indices over ∼1:4 [9] , and they generally have less sensitivity in the aqueous index regime. This problem is being addressed with the use of tilted Bragg gratings to assist in the generation of SPRs in a fiber configuration [10, 11] . There is very little published with regards to multilayered thin film SPR fiber devices, and the majority of these papers, such as [12, 13] , address the SP's optical properties and not their sensing potential.
We report on a novel SPR fiber device based upon a surface relief grating-type structure inscribed with UV light into a multilayered thin film deposited on the flat side of a lapped, D-shaped fiber. Unusually, this device exhibits coupling to the SP when surrounded by air.
Fabrication and Characterization
The fiber devices were constructed in three stages [10] . First, a standard single mode fiber was mechanically lapped down to 10 μm from the corecladding interface. Second, using RF sputtering, a series of coatings were deposited upon the flat of the lapped fiber. These coatings consisted of various layers of germanium, silicon dioxide, and silver, as described below. Third, the coated fiber was exposed to a UV light interference pattern produced by a uniform phase mask with period 1:018 μm through laser beam scanning and multiexposure. This produced a surface relief structure that has dominant spatial periods of ∼0:5 μm and ∼1 μm.
The coatings used were a single coating of germanium of average thickness 48 nm, a two-layered coating of germanium (48 nm) followed by silicon dioxide (48 nm), and a three-layered coating of germanium (48 nm) followed by silicon dioxide (48 nm) followed by silver (32 nm). The rationale for using these materials is in two parts. The first concerns the optical constants of the materials and how their dispersion relationships allow coupling to surface plasmons at a metal-dielectric or semiconductor-dielectric interface; both Ge and Ag exhibit this behavior. Second, germanium and and silicon dioxide layers are used due to the fact that it is known from studies of grating formation [14] that when exposed to UV light, Ge=GeO produces photobleaching and compaction of the material, thus producing a surface corrugation on the multilayered structure. We believe that this compaction creates a periodic strain field in the coating and its fiber substrate extending into the core, which then acts to couple light from the core into the SP mode [15] . Also it is known that exposing germanium to an inhomogeneous energy deposition (such as a UV light interference pattern produced by a uniform phase mask) causes local melting of the surface, which then does not recrystallize flat and leaves a permanent and localized structure formed in the germanium and at higher laser fluences (∼100 mJ=cm 2 upwards) can cause a periodic structure [16, 17] .
The fiber devices were investigated using a tunable laser system to measure the characteristic transmission spectra, the optical reflection spectra and polarization-dependent loss (DWDM Passive Component Test System-IQS-12004B from EXFO). As may be seen in Fig. 1 , a broad spectral feature in the reflected spectrum was found (from 1530 nm to 1600 nm), suggesting that there is some quasiperiodic index variation experienced by the core mode causing coupling to the counterpropagating core mode. This reflected feature is spectrally broad and weak, suggesting that the period of the index variation is varying along the core. A contribution to the spectral broadness may arise from strain variations brought about by spatial variation in the coating thickness or composition along the fiber. It was also found that the spectral features are polarization dependent, suggesting that the index perturbation across the core is not radially symmetric, which is to be expected for this kind of gratinglike structure. We also observed a narrow spectral feature at 1565 nm in transmission, in reflection (due to residual reflection at the fiber end), and in the polarization-dependent loss. This feature is spectrally sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and we believe it arises from coupling to a SP mode of the coating. The mechanism that promotes the surface relief modulation that occurs in the coating on UV light exposure and the subsequent coupling mechanism to the SP is currently under investigation and will not be dealt with in this paper.
Prior to UV processing the polarization dependence had been investigated, and a small variation in the overall transmitted optical power with polarization was found. After UV exposure the devices were further characterized by observing the spectrum of the transmitted light as the azimuth of the polarization state was changed. To do this, light from a broadband light source was passed through a polarizer and a polarization controller before illumination of the sample, with the transmission spectra being monitored using an optical spectrum analyzer (accuracy of 0:005 nm) the change in polarization of the illuminating light is monitored with a polarimeter (Tektronix, PAT 9000B) via a polarization maintaining coupler; see Fig. 2 .
A broadband light source was used to illuminate each fiber device, and the transmission spectra were monitored during UV processing. Prior to the UV exposure it was found that the transmission spectra showed very little dependence on the polarization of the illuminating light, while during the UV processing, the transmission spectra showed a significant variation with polarization.
For the single coating of germanium, with air as the surrounding medium no coupling (stopband) was observed in the transmission spectrum, but at a refractive index of 1.3 and above a polarizationdependent attenuation band (resonance) was observed. With the two-layered coating, the transmission spectrum of the device changed significantly with UV exposure and was also polarization dependent. This time, when air was the surrounding medium, stopbands indicating coupling were observed in the transmission spectrum at two spectral location, 1316 nm and 1450 nm, depending on the polarization of the incident light; see Fig. 3 .
In the case of the three-layered device, during UV processing the transmission spectrum of the device changed significantly with UV exposure and appeared to have high polarization dependence. As in the case of the two-layered device, with air as the surrounding medium two stopbands were observed in the transmission spectrum for different polarization states, this time at 1370 nm and 1550 nm: see Fig. 4 .
Due to the fact that no coupling appeared for the germanium-coated fiber device in air, its polarization dependence was investigated with a surrounding medium with refractive index 1.36, the response being typical for other similar indices. Only one stopband was present in the observed spectrum (1250-1650 nm), though the stopband could be tuned over a spectral range of 70 nm by adjusting the polarization of the incident light. During the tuning, the peak strength of the spectral feature varied from 38 dB to 3 dB; see The two-layered coating was investigated for polarization dependence; Fig. 6 (a) shows the change in the transmission spectra.
Investigating the polarization dependence of the Ge-SiO 2 -coated fiber device, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that these two spectral transmission features appear to respond to polarization in opposite ways; see Fig. 6 (b). The wavelength shift of the shorter wavelength resonance has greater sensitivity to the polarization of the illuminating light than the higher one.
Inspecting the polarization properties of the GeSiO 2 -Ag-coated fiber device, it was found that it had a higher sensitivity to polarization than that coated with Ge-SiO 2 ; see Figs. 6(c) and 7(c). Also a higher sensitivity to polarization of the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag device was found for the shorter wavelength (1390 nm) band. Again, the two resonances seem to respond to polarization in opposite fashions; see Fig. 7(b) .
We are mostly concerned with the potential of these SPR devices for chemical and biochemical sensing applications using wavelength and intensity interrogation. While it may seem that the polarization sensitivity of these SPR devices may be problematic, this can potentially be overcome by using polarization maintaining fiber [3] , or can be seen as another spectral property to be exploited. A detection scheme that does exploit this behavior is angular interrogation [18] . Inspecting the transmission spectra in Figs. 3-7 , there is no significant observed spectral feature associated with Bragg reflection from the gratings themselves. This is expected due to the fact their transmission profiles are very weak and that the interrogating light source is broadband and swamps the response shown in Fig. 1 .
Refractive Index Sensitivity
For refractive index sensitivity measurements the devices were placed in a V-groove and immersed in certified refractive index liquids (supplied by Cargille Laboratories Inc.), which have a quoted accuracy of AE0:0002. The devices and V-groove were carefully cleaned, washed in ethanol, then in deionized water, and finally dried before immersion into the next certified refractive index liquid. The Vgroove was made in an aluminum plate, machined flat to minimize bending of the fiber. The plate was placed on an optical table, which acted as a heat sink to maintain a constant temperature. The V-groove was used in conjunction with the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. Figures 8-11 show the spectral sensitivity of the three devices to refractive index.
Inspecting Fig. 8 shows that at higher surrounding index "ripples" start to appear in the transmission profile of the germanium-coated device, which may cause problems in measuring the wavelength shift without using a centroid method, which is the approach used to obtain the data in Fig. 8(b) . Changing the polarization state of the illuminating light decreased these spectral "ripples" observed with the germanium-coated SPR devices. The "ripples" were not observed with any of the other devices.
Inspecting the spectral characteristics of the Ge-SiO 2 -coated fiber device as a function of index (Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)), it can be seen that the two resonances display distinct behavior, with the shorter wavelength feature having the higher spectral and coupling sensitivity to changes in the surrounding refractive index. On the other hand, for the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag device, the longer wavelength feature has the higher spectral and coupling sensitivity to the surrounding index. This illustrates the dramatic change in spectral behavior that occurs with the addition of a silver layer of 32 nm thickness.
Comparing the index sensitivities of these devices to other fiber devices (such as LPGs) in the aqueous Fig. 3 . Transmission spectra of the Ge-SiO 2 -coated fiber device surrounded by air for two polarization states of the illuminating light. Fig. 4 . Transmission spectra of the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated fiber device surrounded by air for two polarization states of the illuminating light. index regime (1.33 to 1.39) gave comparable or more favorable results. The highest wavelength spectral sensitivity to index was obtained with the germanium coating, which provided Δλ=Δn ranging from 3200 nm to 12; 500 nm; see Fig. 12 . This estimate of index sensitivity is obtained by a linear regression technique to minimize the residuals of the wavelength shift as a function of the surrounding medium's index, yielding Δλ ≈ 0:002n s 44:0 . The functional form was chosen empirically to provide a reasonable fit to aid sensitivity estimations and does not correspond to any theoretical description. This type of index sensing device yields a limiting index resolution of 5 × 10 −6 (assuming a spectral interrogation technique with a resolution of 0:1 nm), which is one of the highest resolutions reported. The Ge-SiO 2 -Agcoated device produced sensitivities from 710 nm to 1200 nm in the aqueous regime, which is again favorable compared to other fiber devices; see Table 1 .
Discussion
The most interesting response of these devices is the coupling when surrounded by air for both the Ge-SiO 2 and Ge-SiO 2 -Ag coatings and the dramatic changes when the devices were submerged into an index around 1.3; see Figs. 9-11. This behavior is rather distinct from that of other optical fiber index sensors. It was found for the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag coating that within the aqueous index regime. To obtain an estimate of the spectral sensitivity of these SPR devices for low refractive indices from 1 to 1.1 we first use the same approach as in Ref. [11] , which is to calculate the propagating modes of a D-shaped fiber with coating using a conformal mapping technique and with the germanium dispersion relationship obtained from Ref. [24] . It is assumed that light in the core is coupled to these D-shaped fiber modes via the quasi-periodic strain field setup by the UV exposure. The next step is to implement Fresnel's equations for a three-or four-layered system (depending on coating structure being modeled) for different refractive indices of the surrounding medium, for example calculating the reflected intensity of the Ge coating on the D-shaped fiber for p-polarized light. The quantitative description of the minimum of the reflected intensity R for a SPR is given by Ref. [7] .
where E p 0 is the incident and E p r is the reflected field, d is the thickness of the germanium coating, and r p i;j ¼ ð
Þ are the P-polarization amplitude reflection coefficients between layers i and j, where K z;j are the wave vector components of the incident light normal to each layer and ε j are the permittivities of the jth layer, n sc is the index of Ge, n s is the effective index of the surrounding medium, and n 2 is the index of the fiber cladding. The wave vector components (K z;j ) are determined from the calculated coated D-shaped fiber modes.
In evaluating the permittivity of the surrounding medium that affects the SP, the physical quality (uniformity, roughness) of the layers has to be considered within the calculations. Each layer has a significant surface roughness compared to its thickness, which would affect the overall optical constants of the materials in the layers. This roughness/thickness variation was measured using an atomic force microscope (AFM) in conjunction with data analysis software NANORULE (Pacific Nanotechnology [25] ), typically yielding an average thickness of 28 nm. Also the measured average roughness of the silver coatings was 9 nm with the thickness ranging up to as much as 68 nm, for an estimated sputtering thickness of 36 nm. To estimate this effect on the optical constants we implemented an effective medium approximation: the Maxwell-Garnett theory [26] , which yields an effective dielectric function as a function of fractional volume of the metal/semiconductor within an effective layer:
where ε eff is the (complex) effective dielectric constant of the medium, ε h is the host material's dielectric function (for example for the Ge-SiO 2 coating, SiO 2 is the host material), and ε i is the inclusion material (in this case the surrounding medium). The symbol V r represents the fractional volume of the host material within a volume. The total volume of coating and surrounding medium is based upon on the area of the coating multiplied by the spatial extension of the evanescent field perpendicular to the coatings surface associated with the SP at a given wavelength and refractive index of the surrounding medium, thus giving a sensing volume. The spatial extension of the plasmon's evanescent field is calculated from the material constants of the two materials forming the metal-dielectric interface (the cladding of the fiber and the layer of Ge) [27] :
where ε Ge ðλÞ is the dielectric constant of Ge and n s ðλÞ is the medium's refractive index as a function of wavelength. The volume of host material is estimated from the atomic force microscope measurements of the coatings described above. Therefore the effective dielectric constant is a direct function of the spatial extension of the evanescent field. Using the approach outlined above for the Ge coating with the optical constants for germanium given in Ref. [28] we obtained reasonable results compared to the experimental data; see Fig. 12 . We were unable to obtain such agreement using the data given in Ref. [24] , which raises questions as to the true values for the index and the extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength for germanium.
The results show a reasonably high index sensitivity of Δλ=Δn ¼ 3274 nm, but this is rather different from the figure obtained experimentally with the UV postfabrication of the coatings, which is understandable. There are several deficiencies in the simple model: the surface corrugation and depth variation have only been included simplistically, and no account has been taken of the fact that an inhomogeneous energy deposition can change the physical properties of the germanium [16, 17] .
This modeling procedure was also implemented on a coating structure consisting of Ge-SiO 2 and GeSiO 2 -Ag, using material constants given by Ref. [24] . Again these results show similar spectral behavior to that observed experimentally; see Figs. 13 and 14. Comparing the theoretical data shown in Figs. 12-14 to the experimental data in Figs. 9-11, there is reasonable agreement in terms of the changes in the transmission spectra as the surrounding refractive index increases, and this can be seen in the variations in the coupling strength of the SP. It should be noted that the parameters used in the model to obtain results similar to the experimental data differ from those used in actual the fabrication of the fiber device These differences may be due to experimental error in the calibration procedure for determining the thicknesses of the materials used along with the aforementioned inhomogeneous energy deposition, which changes the physical properties of the germanium [16, 17] . What is consistent between theory and experimental observations is the large changes in coupling from air to an index 1.3. This may be expected considering that to support a SP the permittivity of one of the materials needs to be negative. In the case of germanium, the condition of negative permittivity exists in several locations in the spectrum with one of these windows ranging from 1250 nm to 1520 nm, [24] . Therefore as the surrounding medium's refractive index increases the resonant condition for coupling shifts to longer wavelengths where the permittivity becomes real and the SP cannot be supported, thus resulting in large changes in coupling with small changes in refractive index. In the predicted spectral response we do not see the resonance coupling in the spectral range 1520 nm to 1630 nm due to the positive permittivity, but experimentally we do observe coupling; see Fig. 10 , where resonance is observed at 1590 nm and longer wavelengths, suggesting again UV-induced changes to the optical properties of germanium, consistent with [16, 17] .
To attach any worth to these fiber sensors, their performance has to be compared to other sensor types in terms of wavelength shift (spectral sensitivity) and coupling strength variation (intensity sensitivity) as a function of index change. Using these predictions we estimate the spectral sensitivity of the Ge-SiO 2 fiber device for low refractive indices from 1 to 1.1 to be Δλ=Δn ∼ 104 nm, leading to an index resolution of ∼9 × 10 −4 (again assuming a spectral interrogation technique with a resolution of 0:1 nm). Considering the optical power variation of the Ge-SiO 2 -coated device, a limiting index resolution of ∼6 × 10 −4 is possible (assuming 0:1 dB detection resolution). Considering the optical power variation of the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated device, a limiting index resolution of ∼4 × 10 −4 is possible (assuming 0:1 dB detection resolution), this estimate is obtained from the model described above, which yields an optical power sensitivity (ΔI=Δn) of 165 dB.
The sensitivities of these two devices are comparable to other fiber-based index sensors in the aqueous index regime, but at the low index regime (1 to 1.1) these devices' estimated sensitivities are increased fourfold (Δλ=Δn 17 nm) over, for example, LPGs, which are based upon the interaction of the evanescent electric field of the cladding modes with the surrounding medium [11, 12] . In Fig. 15 , a spectral sensitivity comparison is given between our coated devices and LPGs in a single mode fiber, based upon the combination of predicted theoretical results and experimental data to show the potential of these devices. The dramatic improvement in sensitivity/ performance over LPG fiber devices can be seen in Fig. 16. Inspecting Figs. 15 and 16 shows that the LPG is significantly less sensitive than the germanium-coated and the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated devices in the aqueous index regime and also is outperformed by the Ge-SiO 2 -coated and the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated devices in the low index regime, thus our devices potentially yield higher index resolution than LPGs in both index regimes.
Conclusion
We have investigated several surface plasmon resonance fiber (SPR) devices based upon single-layered and multilayered thin films deposited on the flat side of a lapped D-shaped fiber with UV exposure through a conventional fiber phase mask. The various devices yielded different index sensitivities, with the single Ge-coated device possessing the highest sensitivity in the aqueous regime, while evidence suggests that the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated device should be the most sensitive at low indices, both devices outperforming LPGs in these regimes. Some of the SPR devices have high coupling efficiency in excess of 40 dB in air and the Ge-SiO 2 -Ag-coated device possessed an estimated index spectral sensitivity of Δλ=Δn ¼ 90 nm and a coupling strength sensitivity of ΔI=Δn ¼ 165 dB in the index range from 1 to 1.15. A device with a single layer of Ge demonstrated an index spectral sensitivity of Δλ=Δn ¼ 6790 nm over the index range of 1.33 to 1.36 with higher sensitivities obtained at higher indices. 
